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5ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the use of implants made of biodegrad-
able SR-PGA and SR-PLLA in the knee region. Biodegradable implants have proved to be
an ideal method, as they support bone or soft tissue healing and strengthening and finally
disappear when no more needed. Especially in intra-articular fixations this is valuable.
There were 216 patients in the clinical part and 34 cadaver bovine knees in the experimen-
tal part of this work. Nine distal femoral epiphyseal fractures (Salter – Harris II–IV, one
comminuted) were operated on with open reduction and internal fixation with SR-PGA
screws. Twenty-four osteochondritis dissecans (OD) lesions of the femoral condyle were
fixed with SR-PGA (12 fixations) and SR-PLLA rods (11 fixations), in one case with both
implants. In nine patients the OD fragment was fixed arthroscopically using an arthroscopic
instrument developed during this study. The fixation strength of the patellar tendon bone
graft for anterior cruciate reconstruction was measured in the 34 bovine cadaver knees
brought fresh from the slaughterhouse and thawed. The patellar tendon bone graft was
fixed to the femur with an SR-PLLA screw or an SR-PLLA expansion plug or an AO metal
screw (control). The maximum tensile strength was measured. Twenty-four patients with
an anterior cruciate ligament rupture were operated on using the outside-in technique and
a patellar tendon bone graft. The fixations with an SR-PLLA screw and an SR-PLLA
expansion plug were compared. In six cases high tibial closing wedge ostotomy for the
medial osteoarthrosis of the knee was fixed, and in 22 cases the fracture (16 proximal tibial
fractures, six avulsion fractures) was fixed with SR-PGA and SR-PLLA implants. The
incidence of clinical tissue response (formation of sinus or fluid accumulation) was evalu-
ated in a material of 131 fixations with SR-PGA or SR-PLLA implants in the knee. Also
possible causes leading to clinical tissue response were evaluated. The follow-up time was
on an average 3.2 years.
Following distal femoral epiphyseal fracture fixation, seven of the patients were able to
return to their pre-injury sport. Within three months, eight of the patients had a full range
of motion. Out of nine distal femoral epiphyseal fracture fixations seven showed nearly
normal growth. Two redislocations occurred. On an average the leg-length discrepancy
was a 5 mm shortening.
After osteochondritis fixation, the result was excellent or good in 21 cases subjectively and
in 19 cases clinically. The result was fair or poor in three cases subjectively and in five
cases clinically. Radiologically the lesion had healed in 18 cases, it was fragmented and
healed in one case, and not healed in five cases. Nine of the operations were made by
arthroscopy with a specially developed instrument which reduced the operation time sig-
nificantly. One synovitis occurred after fixation with three SR-PGA rods, lasting for four
months. The final result was, however, excellent.
The fixation strength of the patellar tendon graft was 1453 N for the SR-PLLA screw, 1379
N for the SR-PLLA expansion plug (NS), and 2113 N for the metal screw (p=0.007,0.009).
6The fixation strength is sufficient for clinical use, as in normal activity the forces in the
anterior cruciate ligament are 445 N or lower (Noyes et al. 1984).
In the patellar tendon bone fixation a subjectively normal or nearly normal knee resulted in
13 of the 18 fixations (only these knees could be used in the comparison of the two fixation
methods). The pivot shift sign was negative in nine knees, slightly positive in five knees,
and positive in four knees. The side-to-side difference was 0–2 mm in nine knees, 3–4 mm
in five, and more than 4 mm in four knees. A sharp angle of the femoral bone tunnel in the
side view radiography was associated with a positive pivot shift (p=0.001). No statistical
difference was noted between the SR-PLLA screw or expansion plug fixations.
In the proximal tibial fixations (proximal tibial fractures and high tibial closing wedge
osteotomy) the clinical result was good or excellent in 12 out of 19 cases at the follow-up.
At four operations a redisplacement occurred. The results were most favourable with the
lateral condyle and avulsion fracture fixations.
There were four fluid accumulations in the 131 knee region fixations. Also one synovitis
was seen. No sinus formations were noted. The incidence of clinical tissue response of the
SR-PGA fixations was 5.4 % in the knee. A large implant volume (more than 1600 mm3),
a polyglycolide implant, more than three implants, aromatic dye in the polyglycolide im-
plant, an inappropriate technique in the fixation, and the site of fixation with a thin subcutis
were associated with a higher incidence of clinical tissue response.
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91. INTRODUCTION
The first experimental tests with biodegradable implants used in internal fixation were
performed by Schmitt and Polistina 1969, Cutright et al. 1971, and Kulkarni et al. 1971.
The implants were made of  polylactic acid. In the early 1980’s good compliance and
biodegradation of polyglycolide, but only fair mechanical strength, 40–70 Mpa, were noted
(Christel et al. 1982, Kilpikari and Törmälä 1983, Vert et al. 1984). Later the self-reinforc-
ing technique was developed to manufacture implants with sufficient mechanical strength
for fracture fixation with a bending strength of 250–370 MPa (Rokkanen et al. 1985, Törmälä
et al. 1987, Vainionpää et al. 1987, Törmälä et al. 1988). The PGA/PLA copolymeric rod
was first used clinically by Rokkanen and associates  in 1984 (Rokkanen et al. 1985).
Since 1985, implants made of self-reinforced polyglycolide (SR-PGA) and, since 1988,
implants made of self-reinforced polylactide (SR-PLLA) have been in clinical use and
have been successfully used in cancellous bone fracture fixation, mainly in the ankle area
(Böstman et al. 1987, Hirvensalo et al. 1990, Partio et al. 1992). In orthopaedics biode-
gradable rods, screws, wires, and tacks are mostly used, and for menisceal bucket handle
fixation arrows (Albrecht-Olsen et al. 1993) are mainly employed.
The internal fixation of fracture or osteotomy in the distal femur or proximal tibia is a
demanding procedure, and the implant must be strong enough to allow mobilization of the
knee as early as possible. Traditionally used large metallic screws and plates in the proxi-
mal tibial area are positioned beneath the skin creating a potential risk for uneventful wound
healing, and later these devices are often removed in a second operation. Rigid metallic
fixation can result in osteoporosis in the cortical (Slätis et al. 1978) bone. A second re-
moval operation is also needed if osteochondral fractures or an osteochondritis dissecans
fragment is fixed with transchondral metallic implants. In failed anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction metallic implants can create a need for an additional operation where they
are removed during the first stage and the channel is filled with bone especially when the
location of the bone tunnel is not optimal. The biodegradable implant is strongest after the
operation when the fracture or osteotomy is still very weak. After that the strength of the
implant declines gradually, while the fracture is healing. The implant will biodegrade, and
the area will be filled with bone and connective tissue. Therefore the circumstances for the
bone to heal are better than with fixation with rigid metallic implants.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate mainly the use of self-reinforced
polyglycolide and self-reinforced polylactide screws and rods in the fracture and oste-
otomy fixation of the knee region. The knee is a large weight-bearing joint with special
demands for mechnical stability of the fixation. Also a new arthroscopic instrument for
fixation of the osteochondritis dissecans and a new fixation device for fixation of a patellar
tendon bone graft for the anterior cruciate ligament rupture were developed and evaluated.
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1. POLYMERIC IMPLANTS
Biomaterials are devided into natural materials, ceramics, metals, composites, and polymers
(Törmälä et al. 1998). Polymers can be devided into organic and non-organic and, further,
into synthetic and non-synthetic polymers (Napari 1993). Polymers are formed out of
monomers. In copolymers there are two or more different repetiting units. Synthetic poly-
mers are formed by step-growth polymerization (condensation) (e.g. polyesters and polyamids)
or by chain-addition (e.g. polyacryl, polyethylene, and polymethylmetacrylate) (Napari 1993).
Polymers can also be divided into biostabile polymers, biodegradable polymers, and par-
tially biodegradable polymers. The physical properties required for reliable bioabsorbable
(biodegradable) implants are high initial strength, appropriate initial modulus (not too stiff
or flexible), controlled strength, and modulus retention in vivo (Törmälä et al. 1998). The
bioabsorbable polymers mostly used in living tissue are thermoplastic, linear, partially crys-
talline or totally amorfous with a definitive melting temperature and /or a glass transition
region; 29 of these polymers are listed as potential for surgical applications (Törmälä et al.
1998).
At present, partially crystalline, linear-chain polymers, polyglycolide and polylactide, are
mostly used in clinical practice. These polymers are chemically different; for example,
polyglycolide is hydrophilic and polylactide hydrophobic. Polyglycolide acid (PGA) is a
hard crystalline line-chain polymer with a glass transition temperature of 36°C and a melt-
ing point of 224–228°C (Frazza and Schmitt 1971). Polylactide acid (PLLA) is a hard
crystalline linear-chain polymer with an MW of 180000–530000 and with l- (PLLA) or d-
(PDLA) configuration (Eling et al. 1982).
2.1.1. Strength of implants
The first attempts in fracture or osteotomy fixation with a biodegradable implant were
made in the early 1970’s, but the implants proved to be brittle (Cutright et al. 1971). The
implants were made with traditional melt-moulding techniques. Törmälä et al. (1988) in-
troduced the self-reinforcing (SR) technique which markedly enhanced the strength of the
PGA and PLLA implants. In the self-reinforcing technique the composite structure of the
polymer is made with oriented fibril structures in a matrix of the same polymer. It is done,
for example, by die-drawing with a heater of a melt-moulded polymeric billet to a certain
length. The drawing ratio can be calculated. The bending strength and the shear strength of
a cylindrical SR-PGA rod of 2 mm in diameter made with free drawing are 320 MPa and
240 MPa compared to the respective values of 218 MPa and 95 MPa of an injection-
moulded PGA rod. The bending strength and the shear strength of an injection-moulded
PLLA rod of 2 mm in diameter are 119 MPa and 68 MPa compared to the respective values
of an SR-PLLA rod of 1.3 mm in diameter made with die-drawing, 300 MPa and 220 MPa.
Self-reinforced composites can also be made with the sintering technique. The bending
strength and the shear strength of an SR-PGA rod of 3.2 mm in diameter made with the
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sintering technique are 360 ± 70 MPa and 220 ± 35 MPa and of an SR-PLLA rod of 3.2
mm in diameter 250 MPa and 96 ± 2 MPa, respectively (Törmälä 1992).
2.1.2. Degradation of implants
Polyglycolide degrades to glycolic acid and polylactide to lactic acid and eventually to
pyruvic acid which forms acetyl coA for a tricrboxylic acid cycle to yield energy and to
form H2O and CO2 (Hollinger and Battistone, 1986). The main route for elimination is
respiration but partly also through urine. In living tissue, the first hydrolytic scission oc-
curs when polyglycolide acid is exposed to H2O, and oligomers and monomers are formed
(Hollinger and Battistone, 1986), after which intracellular degradation takes place (in
macrophages). Histologically, a capsule consisting of fibroblasts is first formed around the
implant (seven days postimplantation); then a non-specific foreign-body reaction can be
seen (large mononuclear cells, giant cells of mononuclear type, lymphocytes, few poly-
morphonuclear leucocytes). At 80 days postimplantation, connective tissue invades the
screw, and phagocytic cells with polymeric debris can be seen. At 250 days postimplantation,
the screw is biodegradated and replaced largely by connective tissue (Böstman et al. 1992c).
In another study, at 36 weeks, approximately one third of the implant was replaced by new
trabecular bone, the major component being connective tissue, and the polymeric debris
had disappeared (Böstman et al. 1992a). In the rat femur, an SR-PGA rod of 2 mm in
diameter was almost totally degraded at 36 weeks and replaced by bone marrow tissues
and connective tissue surrounded by a layer of bone. The same sequence is seen with SR-
PLLA implants, but more slowly than with SR-PGA implants. At 36 weeks the SR-PLLA
implant was intact. At 52 weeks the SR-PLLA implant was almost intact with a distinct
implant-tissue border (Nordstöm et al. 2001). A mild-to-moderate foreign-body reaction
was seen in a long-term experimental study in the sheep subcapital femoral osteotomy
fixation with SR-PLLA screws. At three years the implant had been split into smaller
fragments surrounded by connective tissue, some lymphocytes, and a few polymorphonu-
clear cells. Small particles of the implant were ingested by macrophages and giant cells.
There was new bone formation in the implant area. At seven years and four months the
implant was replaced by dense bone seen in microradiography and CT, and the implant
was totally biodegraded (Jukkala-Partio et al. 2002).
Increased pH accelerates degradation of PGA (Chu 1981). The degradation time (hydroly-
sis) also depends on the initial molecular weight, porosity, size, and shape of the implant
(surface area/weight ratio) (Nakamura et al. 1989).
The degradation of PGA takes less than one year, and PGA loses its mechanical strength in
four to seven weeks. In vivo SR-PGA rods lose more than 50 % of their initial 350 MPa
bending strength in two weeks (Vasenius et al. 1989). SR-PLLA rods lost 50 % of
their initial 200 MPa bending strength within 12 weeks in vivo (Rokkanen et al. 1990).
The initial shear strength (200 MPa) was decreased to 65 MPa in 15 weeks and to 4 MPa in
48 weeks in vivo in SR-PLLA screws of 4.5 mm × 50 mm (Suuronen et al. 1992).
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The bending strength of a 4.5 mm SR-PLLA rod was still 100 MPa after 12 weeks (initially
271 MPa), while the shear strength remained unaltered up to 12 weeks (initially 94 MPa).
At 48 weeks the bending strength was 0 and the shear strength 4.5 MPa (Majola et al.
1992).
2.1.3. Tissue response of polymeric implants; clinical tissue response
Histologically normal tissue response to the polyglycolic acid implant consists of
macrophages, multinucleated foreign-body giant cells, small lymphocytes, and neutrophilic
polymorfonuclear neutrophiles. Polyglycolic acid is immunologically inert, but it leads to
slight non-specific lymphocyte activation, as it induces inflammatory mononuclear cell
migration (Santavirta et al. 1990).
Non-specific inflammatory reactions in living tissue associated with the degradation of the
implant sometimes lead to a clinical complication, either to small fluid accumulation under
the skin needing no treatment, or to painful fluid accumulation under the skin treated by
aspiration with a needle or to sterile sinus formation. The behaviour of synthetic polymers
has been proved to depend on the site of the fixation. For example, a high incidence of
clinical tissue response is associated with navicular pseudoarthrosis fixation (Böstman et
al.1990a); therefore polyglycolide implants are no more used for this purpose. There may
be differences in the enviroment of the tissue (bone): buffer capacity, clearance of the
waste products in body fluids, and circulatory differences. Different anatomical sites of
bioabsorbable fixation must thus be studied separately.
Soon after the polyglycolide implants came into clinical use local inflammatory reactions
were seen, occasionally leading to sinus formation (Hoffmann et al. 1989, Böstman et al.
1990a, Böstman et al. 1990b, Casteleyn et al. 1992, Hoffmann et al. 1992). The clinical
tissue response starts in a suddenly emerging, red, painful, fluctuant swelling of 5-10 mm
in diameter (Böstman et al. 1990a). In 18 out of 286 patients (6.3 %) with an ankle fracture
fixed with polyglycolide rods the reaction needed surgical drainage by aspiration or inci-
sion. In microscopy, non-specific foreign-body reaction was seen (neutrophilic polymor-
phonuclear leucocytes, foreign-body giant cells phagocytizing polymeric debris). The on-
set of the response was on an average 11.2 weeks from the operation, and the duration was
10.8 weeks. The reaction was expected to emerge sooner with implants with a large volume.
Also the site of fixation was thought to affect the incidence (Böstman et al. 1990b). In 216
ankle fractures fixed with polyglycolide screws, a clinical tissue response was seen in 11.1 %
of the cases on an average 28 weeks from the operation. It was noted that in the polyglycolide
implants where aromatic quinone dye was used stronger tissue response emerged than in the
fixations without dye in the implant. The duration of sinus discharge was 19 days (Böstman
et al. 1992b). The aromatic quinone dye is no more used in the implants. In 516 patients with
various sites of fixation with polyglycolide rods, a clinical tissue response was seen in 7.9 %
of the fixations. The highest incidence was in the scaphoid non-union (22 %) and the lowest
in the Chevron osteotomy (5 %). The mean interval between the operation and reaction was
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81 days (Böstman et al.1990a). In the latest evaluation of a series of 1223 ankle fracture
fixations, 74 (6,1 %) showed a clinical tissue response, ten of which later developed moder-
ate-to-severe osteoarthritis in a radiologically congruent joint (Böstman 1998). In the foot
region a clinical tissue response was seen in 10.2 % out of 49 patients fixed with polyglycolide
rods. All reactions occurred in patients aged 44–58 years (Parks and Nelson 1993). De-
creased density (osteolysis) is sometimes seen associated with SR-PGA implants; in general
it does not affect the clinical result (Böstman 1998).
SR-PLLA screws have been considered safe in several clinical reports (Yamamuro et al.
1994, Barber et al. 1995, Rokkanen et al. 1996, Suuronen et al. 1998). In an experimental
study with sheep, in a mandibular osteotomy fixed with a 2-mm-thick SR-PLLA plate and
titanium screws no clinical tissue response was seen during a follow-up time of five years.
There are only a few reports on clinical reactions. A mild transient subcutaneous reaction
was seen in one patient in a series of 51 ankle fracture fixations 22 months after the fixa-
tion. In three  cases disturbing palpable screw heads were removed (Böstman  et al. 1995).
No osteolysis was seen in the computer tomography or in the radiographs in these patients.
In an early series of ten patients the zygomatic fracture was treated with a plate and screws
made of PLLA. At three months no signs of inflammation were seen. The plate was palpa-
ble in all cases (Bos et al. 1987). In a longer follow-up, the fixation of fractures of the
zygomatic bone with high-molecular polylactide plates and screws resulted in swelling at
the fixation site three years after the operation. Crystal-like particles were seen inside the
cells, not resorbed, 5.7 years after the implantation (Bergsma et al. 1995). In ankle fracture
fixations with a prominent, 3-mm-thick  PLLA plate and screws (initial Mw 550000–
600000), clinical soft tissue problems arose which were not seen in a second series of
patients with thinner plates (Eitenmüller et al. 1996). Fifteen months after the fixation of a
talar neck fracture with polylactide rods, diffuse swelling occurred, which was also seen in
MRI (Yoshino et al.1998).
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDIES OF THE KNEE
2.2.1. Distal femoral epiphyseal fracture
Experimental studies. In growing rabbits distal femoral Salter-Harris Type III and IV
epiphysel injuries were created and treated with exact reduction and rigid metal screw
fixation, and the injuries healed without marked deformity (Gomes and Volpon 1991). To
achieve firm fixation of the fragments, the implants should sometimes pass through the
epiphysis, though there is a risk of epiphyseodesis and disturbance of growth. It has been
shown in growing rabbits that a polydioxanone (PDS) or polyglactin 910 rod (copolymer
of glycolide and l-lactide) placed transphyseally is broken during growth at the plane of
the physis. If the diameter of the implant or drill hole is 20 % of the transphyseal diameter
(or 7 % of the physeal area), axial growth is disturbed. In implants or drill holes of 13 % of
the transphyseal diameter (or 3 % of the physeal area), growth is not disturbed (Mäkelä et
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al. 1989). Transphyseal implantation of an SR-PGA rod of 1.1 mm of diameter did not
cause any growth disturbance in rats. The implant broke at the plane of the growth plate
during growth (Lautiainen et al. 1994). An experimental physeal fracture of the distal
femur in cats healed well after implantation of SR-PGA or SR-PLLA pins in a two-year
follow-up. No growth disturbances resulted (Mäkelä et al. 1993). In artificially produced
Salter-Harris type IV physeal fractures in goats, anatomical reduction was maintained only
in one of the six fractures fixed with three PDS pins of 1.3 mm in diameter but in all of the
six fractures fixed with two transcondylar PLLA screws (Donigian et al. 1993). A 4.5-mm
SR-PGA screw placed transphyseally in the great trochanter did not give rise to an
epiphyseodesis, but similar drilling caused a bony bridge in all 15 rabbits (Gil-Albarova et
al. 1998). In the femur of 21 rabbits, a drill hole (and a semitendinosus graft passing through
it) of 11 % of the transphyseal diameter or 3 % of the cross-sectional area did not give rise
to growth disturbances (Guzzanti et al. 1994).
Clinical studies. There are no clinical studies on distal femoral epiphyseal fractures fixed
with bioabsorbable implants. In a retrospective analysis of 30 fractures the best results
were achieved when anatomical reduction and fixation with metal pins or screws were
performed. Of the fractures with only reduction without fixation 43 % redislocated during
the cast treatment (Thomson et al. 1995). Growth disturbances are common in Salter-
Harris type IV and V injuries, but also in type II (Czitrom et al. 1981, Lombardo and
Harvey 1977, Stephens and Louis 1974). In nine out of ten patients treated with closed
reduction and casting asymmetric growth arrest (angular deformity over 5°, shortening
> 2.5 cm or flexion deformity > 20°) was manifested six months after the injury (Graham
and Gross 1989). In five out of 15 Salter-Harris type II fractures the shortening was on an
average 2.3 cm (closed treatment), and in four cases there was residual varus or valgus
deformity, two of which required a corrective osteotomy (Stephens and Louis 1974). In a
series of 34 patients (six treated with open reduction and fixation with Kirschner-wires or
metal screws) the limb-length discrepancy was more than 2 cm in 36 % and the axial
deformity over 5° in 33 %. In 20 % of the cases corrective surgery was later required
(Lombardo and Harvey 1977).
2.2.2. Osteochondritis dissecans
Experimental studies. In osteochondral fixation, PDS rods, fibrin sealant, and K-wires
were compared in rabbit knees, and PDS rods were found to be reliable fixation devices
(Plaga et al. 1992). Also osteochondral fractures in 12 sheep medial condyles were fixed
with three PDS rods with complete healing (Claes et al. 1986). Twelve sheep knees were
studied with experimental osteochondral fracture fixation with three SR-PGA rods (no
aromatic quinone dye in the implant). In three knees synovitis was seen, and in six knees a
connection between the implant site and the joint space was noted. Bony union was seen in
11 knees (Weiler et al. 1996).
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Clinical studies. In previous reports with bioabsorbable fixation, Thomas et al. (1987)
used fibrin glue, a cancellous bone graft, and polydioxanone rods and recieved excellent
results in 12/18 patients. In ten knees an osteochondritis dissecans lesion was fixed with
two to five polylactide (self-reinforced) rods. In five knees there was postoperative effu-
sion (Tegnander et al. 1994). Matsusue et al. (1996) fixed three cases of osteochondritis
dissecans and two osteochondral fractures with polylactide rods of a diameter of 2 mm
with good bony union in all cases within three months after the operation. The average
follow-up period was 4.1 years, and no inflammatory reactions were observed. In a series
of seven knees, six fragments healed after biodegradable pin fixation. For large fragments,
a centrally placed screw was recommended (Wouters et al. 1997). In eight out of nine
patients fixation with self-reinforced polylactic rods resulted in radiographically stable
lesions. In three patients early postoperative serosanguinous effusions arose, but no severe
unremitting synovitis was noted (Dervin et al. 1998). Migration of smooth PLLA rods was
seen in three patients five to nine months after the surgery, and they were arthroscopially
removed (Miura et al. 1999). An arthroscopic method for fixation of patellar OD has been
described using retrograde fixation and ring forceps (Matava and Brown 1997).
Another type of ”biologic” fixation of OD fragments is cortical bone pegs (Lindholm et al.
1976, Victoroff et al. 1996).
In fixation with metallic implants, good results can be achieved (Thomson 1987, Guhl
1982), though there exists a risk of implant breakage (Kivistö et al. 2002) and the implant
needs to be removed (Guhl 1982, Merchan and Galindo 1991).
2.2.3. Fixation strength of patellar tendon bone graft
Experimental studies. The strength of human ACL is 1730 N – 2160 N in young cadavers
(Noyes and Grood 1976, Takeda et al. 1994). In the BTB reconstruction, this kind of force
is not needed in rehabilitation. Noyes hypothesised that the normal activity forces in ACL
are about 445 N or lower (Noyes et al. 1984). After surgery, the weakest part of the patel-
lar-tendon-bone graft is the fixation site (Kurosaka et al. 1987). The strongest method for
fixation (when testing ultimate load to failure) is with a screw (interference fixation, Lam-
bert 1983) compressing the bone plug of the graft to the side of the bone tunnel (Kurosaka
et al. 1987). The fixation strength of interference fixation depends on the diameter of the
screw (Brown et al. 1993, Hulstyn et al. 1993), the length of the bone plug (Pomeroy et al.
1998), the geometry of the bone plug (Shapiro et al. 1992), the convergence of the screw
respective to the bone tunnel (Matthews et al. 1990, Jomha et al. 1993), and the gap size
between the bone plug and the bone tunnel (Kurosaka et al. 1987). The location of the
implant with respect to the bone plug (cancellous or cortical side) did not influence the
fixation strength (Rupp et al. 1998). When testing cyclic loading with a loading frequency
of 1 Hz, 38 % of the eight specimens fixed with a 25 mm × 9 mm metal inteference screw
failed compared to a 0 % failure rate of the Endobutton fixation (a technique where the
graft is fixed through the bone channel with one No. 4 Mersilene tape to the lateral cortex
of the femur with a small metal plate) (Honl et al. 2002).
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During the last few years several reports on biodegradable screws made of various materi-
als and with different designs have been presented. In general, the femur-ACL-tibia-com-
plex (FATC) has been used in testing the pull-out force of the graft. Tests have been per-
formed on human cadavers or in porcine or bovine knees. The ultimate load of FATC to
tensile failure (=the strength of ACL) in a 22–35-year-old human cadaver was 2160 N or
1602 N, depending on the pull-out direction (pull force in line with ACL or in line with the
tibia, Takeda et al. 1994). The strength of an interference fixation of a patellar tendon bone
graft fixed with a poly d,l-lactide/glycolide (85/15) screw (9×25 mm, Makar®) was com-
pared to an interference fixation with a similar metal screw. No difference in the average
load before the graft failure was noted between the implants (biodegradable screw 565 N,
metal screw 436 N, p=0.068) (Johnson and van Dyk 1996). With 13 young and middle-
aged human donors the mean failure load was higher with metal screws (640 N) than with
polylactic acid screws (418 N, p=0.005, BioScrew®, Linvatec®) of an identical gap and
screw size (Pena et al. 1996). The same screw was later compared to a titanium screw
(7 mm × 25 mm). No difference was noted between the implants, and the maximum load to
failure was 552.5 N for BioScrew® in 18 human fresh-frozen cadavers with anatomic pull
force (Caborn et al. 1997). The polylactic acid interference screw (Arthrex®, 7 mm × 23
mm) and the titanium screw were tested and compared with the press-fit technique in 30
porcine lower limbs. No statistical difference was noted in the ultimate forces at failure
between the bioabsorbable screw (805 N) and the titanium screw (769 N). With the press
fit-technique (no implant), the force was lower (462 N) (Rupp et al. 1997). The same screw
was tested again, and now the ultimate forces to failure were 797 N for the bioabsorbable
screw and 945 N for the titanium screw. The press fit-technique was tested with an
80° angle between the tunnel and the load axis, and the force was 708 N (Seil et al. 1998).
The polylactic acid screw (7 mm × 30 mm, 9 mm × 20 mm, 9 mm × 30 mm, Acufex®) and
a similar metal screw and also a wedge-design polylactic acid screw (7 mm x 20 mm,
7 mm × 30 mm) were tested in 72 bovine hind limbs, with no difference in the peak load
(535 N-914 N). This is the only report, so far, evaluating the influence of degradation: after
28 days in in-vitro degradation, a loss of more than 30 % in the fixation strength was noted
with the wedge type polylactic acid screw (Abate et al. 1998). The SR-PLLA screw has
been tested on the tibial side. The fixation strength was studied at the tibial side of the
6.3 mm SR-PLLA screw in the bovine cadaver. Comparison was made to the 7 mm Kurosaka
screw and to the 6.5 mm AO cancellous screw. The mean force for loosening was 1211 N
(SR-PLLA screw), 1358 N (Kurosaka screw), and 1081 N (AO screw) (Kousa et al. 1995).
A novel plug has been described which has been made of poly-l-lactide/d-lactide (PLA 96/
4) and tested against the metal interference screw in porcine knees. The ultimate failure
loads were 1061 N and 971 N, respectively (NS) (Kousa et al. 2001).
Clinical studies. Postoperative clinical studies on the fixation strength of the patellar ten-
don bone graft have not been made to the knowledge of the present author.
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2.2.4. Patellar tendon bone graft for anterior cruciate ligament rupture
reconstruction
Experimental studies. The polygluconate (copolymer of PGA and trimethylene carbonate)
screw used in the BTB graft fixation was compared to metal screw fixation in 71 sheep.
Most of the specimens were taken at 12 weeks. The failure strength of the femur-graft-tibia
complex was initially lower in the polygluconate screw fixations compared to the metal
fixations. Histologically ossific incorporation of the bone block was evident at six weeks
in both groups. In the two 12-month specimens, the polygluconate screw was largely re-
placed by fibrous tissue (Walton 1999).
Clinical studies. In a prospective study evaluating the determinants of patient satisfaction
after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, the objective variables at follow-up associ-
ated with signifcantly (p<0.05) less satisfied patients were flexion contracture, increased
laxity in arthrometer testing, abnormal result in pivot shift examination, effusion, and ten-
derness at the medial joint line (Kocher et al. 2002). Clinically the pivot shift is a giving-
away symptom during activities, representing the symptoms of the ACL deficiency and it
can be reproduced during the clinical examination of the knee. In intraoperative measure-
ments with an electromagnetic device it has been shown that during the pivot-shift test the
tibia subluxes anteriorly and in internal rotation at the start of the flexion in an ACL-
deficient knee (Bull and Amis 1998, Bull et al. 2002). In testing the laxity of the knee with
an arthrometer usually 89 N posteroanterior force is used. In general a difference of more
than 3 mm indicates increased laxity and clinical symptoms. However, on repeat examina-
tions of the same knee variability (error) as high as 2.5 mm in results can be encountered
(Steiner et al. 1990). In a study comparing arthrometer measurement (11.4 mm) to Röntgen
Stereophotogrammatic Analysis (RSA) method measurement (6.9 mm) (Fleming et al.
2002) it was also seen that arthrometer testing over-estimates the true laxity of the knee. In
a prospecive long-term study of ACL reconstruction, after seven years of follow-up, two
of the 30 operated patients had a positive pivot shift and three complained instability. In
eight patients the anteroposterior laxity was 3–5 mm in arthrometer testing. Of the patients
50 % had signs of degerenative changes at radiography (Ruiz et al. 2002). Essential pre-
requisites for a successful long-term outcome are correct surgical technique, correct bone
tunnel placement, avoidance of graft impingement, proper graft tensioning, secure graft
fixation, good quality of the graft, proper incorporation of the graft to bone tunnels, and
avoidance of a new trauma in the graft revascularisation period of one year postsurgery
(Harner et al. 2000).
In a randomized, prospective study BTB graft fixation with screws made of poly-
l-lactide (Bioscrew®, 103 patients) was compared to metal interference screw fixation
(101 patients). The side-to-side difference was 1.8 mm in the biodegradable fixation and
1.6 mm in the metal screw fixation. No differences between the groups were noted in a 2.4-
year follow-up time; 11.6 % (12/103) of the PLLA screws broke during insertion without
any adverse effects (McGuire et al. 1999). In a retrospective study, the BTB graft was fixed
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with a poly-l-lactic acid screw (Arthrex®) in 31 patients and compared to metal screw
fixation in 38 patients. The follow-up times were 9.6 months and 20.5 months with no
difference in the side-to-side difference (2.0 mm ± 2.0 mm in fixation with biodegradable
screws, 2.2 mm ± 2.4 mm in metal fixation). No osteolytic changes were seen, and all bone
blocks were incorporated (Marti et al. 1997). An all-inside teqhnicue using soft-threaded
poly-d,l-lactide bioabsorbable screws (Sysorb®) has been described to increase stiffness
of the graft (Stähelin and Weiler 1997a). In one out of 25 patients, pain and swelling over
the anterior tibia were noted eight months after the fixation with a 6 × 23 mm screw made
of poly-d,l,-lactide. A pretibial cyst formation was noted, and at radiography large osteo-
lytic formation was seen. At open excision, remnants of the screw and gelatine-like mass
were seen. The knee was stable (Martinek and Friedrich 1999). A polygluconate interfer-
ence screw (Endofix®) was evaluated in a prospective, randomized study. At one year
postoperatively there was no significant difference in the results between the polygluconate
or titanium screw. The side-to-side difference was ≥ 3 mm in 25 % of the patients fixed
with a polygluconate screw and in 34 % of the patients fixed with a titanium screw. One
patient developed a subcutaneous cyst over the tibial tunnel six months postoperatively
(Benedetto et al. 2000). Screws moulded from polycluconate were used in 20 patients only
at the femoral side, and titanium screws used at the tibial side were compared to 20 patients
all with metallic fixation. No difference was noted between the groups. At 24 months the
side-to-side difference was 1.5 mm and 1.6 mm. At the computer tomography control,
completed screw degeneration was noted at 12 months (Fink et al. 2000).
2.2.5. High tibial osteotomy and proximal tibial fractures
Experimental studies. Three types of fixation of simulated (osteotomy) lateral tibial con-
dyle fracture were compared: three 6.5 mm cancellous metal lag screws with washers, two
6.5 mm cancellous lag screws with washers and an additional 4.5 mm cortical screw with
a washer in an antiglide position at the apex of the fracture, and a six-hole L-shaped but-
tress plate. The specimens were loaded axially, loaded cyclically, and then loaded to fail-
ure. Displacement after cyclic loading ranged from 1.03 mm to 1.38 mm. The overall
failure strength of the fixation ranged from 782 N to 1031 N. There was no difference
between the strength of the three fixation methods (Koval et al. 1996). A simulated lateral
condyle fracture of the tibia was fixed with two metal screws, two metal screws and an
additional screw at the apex of the fracture (antiglide screw), and three metal screws. No
statistical difference was noted between the yield loads (231 N, 256 N, 307 N) (Parker
et al. 1999). A bicondylar fracture was studied with fixation with two metal plates, a lateral
metal plate and a small medial antiglide plate and a lateral plate alone and tested cyclically.
The lateral plate alone had significantly less stability compared to the other two fixations
(Horwitz et al. 1999).
Clinical studies. Medial osteoarthrosis is associated with varus deformity and pain at the
medial joint line which are corrected and relieved by high tibial osteotomy, performed just
proximal to the tibial tuberosity. Overcorrection of 3°–10° to valgus is recommended
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(Ivarsson et al. 1990, Coventry 1984, Stukenborg-Colsman et al. 2001). Also, the exces-
sive pressure in the medial joint resulting form the varus knee is probably relieved after
overcorrection and helps with cartilage regeneration. Patients with a lateral closing wedge
high tibial osteotomy underwent a second look arthroscopy after 18 months. Partial
or even coverage with fibrocartilage was seen in 55 % and scattering with fibrocartilage in
34 % of the cases (Kanamiya et al. 2002). In a prospective randomised study, high tibial
osteotomy was compared to unicompartmental joint replacement. The Kaplan-Meier sur-
vival analysis showed a survival of 77 % for unicompartmental joint replacement and 60
% for high tibial osteotomy at a follow-up of seven to ten years (Stukenborg-Colsman et
al. 2001). No studies of HTO fixed with bioabsorbable screws were found.
In a case report, two intercondylar eminence fractures were fixed, one with two SR-PGA
rods of a diameter of 2 mm and the other with a screw and two rods of a diameter of 2 mm,
both without aromatic dye in the implants. The cast immobilization was five and six weeks.
The complication was synovitis in both cases (Barfold and Svendsen 1992). In a case
report, an old (approximately two years) intercondylar eminence fracture causing instabil-
ity was freshened and fixed with three PLLA screws which stabilised the knee (Takizawa
et al. 1998). The complication was synovitis. In a series of 76 tibial plateau fractures, 58
were suitable to be treated by limited internal fixation without plates. Ligamentotaxis was
used for reduction of the fracture and, if necessary, a limited arthrotomy, elevation of the
depressed joint line, and autogenous iliac crest bone grafting were employed. Metal can-
nulated screws of 7 mm in diameter with washers were used for fixation, inserted percuta-
neously. Fourteen procedures could be made arthroscopically. Of the patients 85 % had a
successful outcome (minimum follow-up 12 months) according to the criteria of Rasmussen
(Duwelius et al. 1997).
2.2.6. Tissue response to polymeric implants
Experimental studies. Degradation and tissue replacement of an SR-PGA screw of 4.5 mm
in diameter was studied in the distal femoral osteotomy fixation of 27 rabbits. At three
weeks, small lymphocytes, polymorfonuclear neutrophiles, and foreign-body giant cells
were seen. At 12 weeks a typical foreign-body reaction was seen. Two patterns were noted:
only minor reactive changes at the tissue-implant boundary or striking new-bone forma-
tion that walled off the polymer with only loose connective tissue filling the implant cav-
ity. In three cases (11 %) the latter pattern was associated with osteolytic expansion of the
implant cavity seen at radiography: histologically partly phagocytized polymer particles
were surrounded by a thick fibrous capsule. It was suggested that sinus formation results
from this type of degradation pattern and is associated with a hydrophilic nature of the
polyglycolic acid. The first signs of degradation were seen at six weeks. (Böstman et al.
1992a)
In the distal femur of the rat, after fixation of transverse osteotomy with SR-PGA implants,
migration of polymeric debris was followed by two patterns: one where the particles were
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intracellulary in the phagocyting cells near the tissue-implant boundary, and the other where
the particles were left extracellularly and far (2.8 mm) from the original implant cavity,
which can be explained only by increased osmotic pressure. (Böstman et al.1992a)
Osteochondral fractures of the medial femoral condyle of 12 sheep were fixed with three
(2 mm × 22.4 mm) uncoloured SR-PGA implants. The average measures of the fracture
fragments were 17.8 mm × 16.5 mm. In 11 cases the fractures healed. Moderate-to-severe
osteolysis was seen in ten animals. In six knees fistula-like connections between the joint
space and the implant site were seen. In three knees synovitis was noted, one with destruc-
tion of the medial condyle. (Weiler et al. 1996)
PLLA degradation was studied in rats. A very mild inflammatory reaction was seen at the
early period and at 143 weeks (2.75 years) at the time of degradation (Bos et al. 1987). The
distal femoral ostotomies were united at six weeks. At one week a thin rim of granulation
tissue was seen which was larger at six weeks, and the distal end of the drill channel was
closed. At 12 and 36 weeks the granulation tissue around the implant had become thinner,
new bone around the implant was thicker, and the distal end was closed by bone. At 48
weeks no changes were seen, and no inflammatory cells or macrophages were noted (Majola
et al. 1991).
Midshaft osteotomy of the femur was created in young pigs and fixed with PLLA rods or
stainles steel rods. A similar tissue reaction to both implants was seen in three months (van
der Elst et al. 1995).
Clinical studies. In a case report, after fixation of a 25 × 55 mm OD fragment of the medial
femoral condyle with eight 2 mm SR-PGA rods, synovitis occurred after two weeks lead-
ing to synovectomy (Fridèn and Rydholm 1992). Tegnander et al. (1994) fixed ten OD
lesions of the knee with SR-PLLA rods, and in six of them there was a postoperative
intermittent effusion. They also reported complement activation, but in a later debate this
has been substantiated (Mainil-Valert 1995). In one out of nine patients following OD
fixation with 2 mm self-reinforced polylactic rods a spontaneus effusion was reported five
months after the fixation (Dervin et al. 1998).
Three months after fixation of an intercondylar eminence fracture with three PLLA screws,
a synovitis was seen, treated with aspirations and arthroscopic synovectomy (Takizawa et
al. 1998). Barfold and Svendsen (1992) reported in their study of two cases synovitis eight
and 13 weeks after the operation requiring synovectomy after intercondylar eminence frac-
ture fixtion with SR-PGA rods. After four and three months the knee was seen recovered.
Stähelin et al. (1997b) have clinically studied different types of bioabsorbable interference
fixation screws in patellar tendon bone graft fixation (a report of six cases). In one case
with polylactide screw fixation re-arthroscopy was performed due to persistent effusion
and general knee pain, and diffuse synovitis was found with no degradation of the screw
four months postsurgery. At 20 months postsurgery a second arthroscopy was done be-
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cause of persistent symptoms, and multiple small screw fragments were removed with no
bone ingrowth in the bone channel. Histologically there was a moderate inflammatory
reaction with mainly lymphocytes and multinucleated giant cells.
The most frequent indication for the use of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA implants has been
ankle fracture fixation. The incidence of clinical tissue response was 11,1 % in a series of
216 ankle fracture fixations (Böstman et al. 1992b) and 6,1 % in a series of 1223 ankle
fracture fixations (Böstman 1998). The tissue interaction between biodegradable implants
and bone can be followed with MRI (Pihlajamäki et al. 1997). Also the breakdown of the
SR-PLLA screw used to fix the syndesmosis rupture or the Salter-Harris type IV fracture
can be demonstrated with MRI 13 months postoperatively (Lohman et al. 1999).
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3. AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the use of self-reinforced polyglycolide
(SR-PGA) and self-reinforced polylactide (SR-PLLA) implants in knee surgery. Answers
were sought to the following questions.
1. Can implants made of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA be used reliably in the fixation of distal
femoral epiphyseal fractures?
2. Can implants made of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA be used reliably in the fixation of osteo-
chondritis dissecans of the femoral condyles? Is it possible to perform the fixation
arthroscopically?
3. Is the mechanical strength of the inteference fixation of a patellar tendon bone graft
with an SR-PLLA screw or an expansion plug sufficient for clinical use?
4. Can screws or expansion plugs made of SR-PLLA be used in the interference fixation
of a patellar tendon bone graft with reliable clinical results?
5. Can implants made of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA be used reliably in the fixation of high
tibial closing wedge osteotomy and in the fixation of proximal tibial fractures?
6. What is the incidence of clinical tissue response in the knee joint? Which factors influ-
ence the clinical tissue response, when using SR-PGA and SR-PLLA implants?



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1: Implants used in patellar tendon bone fixation, 6.3 mm SR-PLLA screw (left), 6.3 mm
expansion plug (middle), and a rod 2 mm in diameter that is inserted into the plug (right). Figure 1
was originally published in Paper III.
4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1. IMPLANTS
Self-reinforced polyglycolide and polylactide implants were used (Table 1). The rods were
1.1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3.2 mm, and 4.5 mm in diameter. Mostly rods of 2 mm in diameter
were used. The original length of the rod was 10–70 mm, and the rod was cut to an appro-
priate length during operation. The SR-PLLA rods were manufactured from PLLA into a
self-reinforced fibres-in-matrix composite texture (Törmälä 1992). The initial molecular
weight of an SR-PLLA rod was 250.000. The shear strength was 100–180 MPa, the bend-
ing strength 200–300 MPa, and the elastisity modulus 6 GPa (Pihlajamäki 1994a).
The screws were  4.5 mm (SR-PGA and SR-PLLA screws, full-threaded) or 6.3 mm
(SR-PLLA screw, lag screw) in diameter. The bending strength of a 4.5 mm SR-PLLA
screw was 200–271 MPa, the bending modulus was 7 MPa, and the shear strength
94–110 MPa (Suuronen et al. 1992, Majola et al. 1991). The implants used in the patellar
tendon bone graft (Papers III and IV) are presented in Fig. 1. In the outside-in-method a
screw of 6.3 mm in diameter was used and it was cut from the cortex level leaving the
threaded part to interference fixation (the length of the threaded part was 30 mm). The
SR-PLLA expansion plug used in the patellar tendon bone fixation was 6.0 mm in diam-
eter and 25 mm in length. When the diameter of the 2 mm rod was introduced to the plug,
the plug enlarged up to 8.0 mm in diameter. The shear strength of the SR-PLLA expansion
plug was 108 MPa (Pihlajamäki 1994b).
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4.2. PATIENTS
In the clinical studies a total of 216 patients, all treated in the knee region, were evaluated
(Table 1). Thirty-four cadaver bovine knees were included in this study. The age of the
patients varied from 12 to 62 years (mean 28.5 years). Eighty-five patients were operated
on for this study. The study VI included 131 patients with knee region fixations out of a
material of 2500 bioabsorbable fixations evaluated for the causes of clinical tissue re-
sponse.
4.2.1. Fixation of distal femoral epiphyseal fractures
Nine patients were operated on (Paper I). The operations were performed between July
1990 and May 1994. There were eight male patients and one female. In two cases the
fracture was Salter-Harris II, in five Salter-Harris III, in one Salter-Harris IV fracture, and
in one a comminuted fracture (Salter and Harris 1963). The age of the patients was on an
average 15 years and six months (range 13 years 5 months – 16 years 6 months). The
growth plate was open in all cases, and the growing was continued during the follow-up
from 3 to 10 cm. The trauma mechanism was a traffic accident in five cases and a sport
accident in four cases.
4.2.2. Fixation of osteochondritis dissecans fragment
Twenty-four patients were operated on. The age of the patients was on an averge 25 years
(range 12–48 years). There were fourteen male patients and ten female patients. The dura-
tion of the symptoms before the operation was on an average 2.6 years (range 0–16 years).
In the SR-PGA fixation there were two cases of osteoperiosteal transplantation. In one
patient fixation with Kirschner rods had been performed 11 months earlier and in another
patient curettage and bone peg fixation seven years earlier. The lesion was classified from
the operation record according to Guhl (1982). Intact lesion was in six patients, early sepa-
rated lesion in three patients, partially detached lesion in 11 patients, and loose body in
four patients. The site of the lesion was noted from the anteroposterior radiography
according to Aichroth (1971): of the lesions 16 were at the classical site at the lateral side
of the medial femoral condyle, three lesions were extended classical reaching to the weight-
bearing area, one was inferocentral at the weight-bearing area, and one was at the lateral
femoral condyle. From the side view the classification was made according to Harding
(1977): one lesion was anterior (to the line drawn from the posterior femoral cortex), three
lesions were posterior to the line, and 20 at the classical site where the line drawn transsected
the lesion. The size of the lesion was calculated from the radiograph and it varied from
5 mm × 5 mm to 40 mm × 45 mm. The average surface area of the lesion (calculated as
a circle) was 447 mm2 (range: 19.6–1411 mm2). There was no statistical difference in age,
sex, clinical grade or treatment method between the fixations with SR-PGA implants or
SR-PLLA implants. (Paper II)
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4.2.3. Strength of interference fixation of patellar tendon bone graft in
bovine cadaver
Thirty-four cadaver bovine knees were used in the analyses. They were brought fresh from
the slaughterhouse and frozen at –20 °C until used. Before testing the specimens were
thawed at room temperature for 12 hours. One or two parallel BTB grafts were taken from
the knees, and soft tissues were dissected and removed. There were three separate tests, in
the first of which 12 knees were used (the bone plug of the BTB graft was made triangular
at cross-section, fixation with implants separately to the femur and tibia). In the second test
four knees were used (the bone plug was made circular, no fixation with implant to the
femur and tibia= press-fit technique), and in the third test 18 knees (fixation only to the
femur with a half-circular bone plug fixed with implants) were used. The BTB graft was
fixed to the bone channel with an SR-PLLA screw or an SR-PLLA expansion plug or an
AO metal screw (cancellous screw, 6.5 mm in diameter with 16 mm long thread, core of
thread 3 mm) the first and third test. (Paper III)
4.2.4. Patellar tendon bone graft for anterior cruciate ligament rupture
reconstruction
An anterior cruciate ligament rupture was reconstructed using a patellar tendon bone graft
in an open procedure (outside-in) in 24 patients (Paper IV). The age of the patients was on
an average 27 years (range 16-43 years). There were 15 male patients and nine female
patients. The SR-PLLA screw fixations (ten fixations) were compared to the fixations with
an expansion plug (12 fixations). In two cases both implants were used; these cases were
not included in the comparison. In 11 knees the injury type was contact sport, in six knees
non-contact sport, in two knees traffic accident, and in five knees casual accident. The
mean time from the injury to the operation was three years ranging from one month to 16
years. Twelve patients were operated on within a year from the injury. In one knee in the
screw fixation group and in six knees in the plug fixation group there was a rupture of the
meniscus all of which were treated with resection. In three knees there was a medial collat-
eral ligament rupture needing operation (all in the screw fixation group) and in two cases
there was an untreated rupture of ACL of the contralateral knee.
4.2.5. Fixation of high tibial osteotomy and proximal tibial fractures
Proximal tibial fixations were performed in 28 patients. Six of them were high tibial valgising
osteotomy (closing wedge) fixations for medial arthrosis and varus deformity of the knee
(mean age of the patients 54.6 years, range 44–62 years) and 16 were tibial plateau frac-
tures one of which was a proximal epiphyseal separation (mean age of the patients 32
years, range 16–48 years). Of the six avulsion fracture fixations two were tuberosity
avulsions and four distal ACL avulsions (mean age of the patients 26.6 years, range 12–46
years). Three of the osteotomy patients were male and three female. Fifteen of the fracture
patients were male and seven were female. (Paper V)
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Figure 2: Fixation of distal femoral epiphyseal fractures. 1=epiphysis, 2= fracture line, 3=screw. Left
picture, fixation of Salter-Harris type III fracture, right picture, fixation of Salter-Harris type II frac-
ture. Figure 2 was originally published in Paper I.
4.2.6. Clinical tissue response to polymeric implants in the knee
There were 131 knee operations which were analysed separately from the data file of the
first 2500 fixations using bioabsorbable implants, operated on at Helsinki University Cen-
tral Hospital, between November 5, 1983 and January 13, 1994. The indications for the
fixations were femoral distal fracture, patellar fracture, tibial eminence avulsion fracture,
osteochondritis dissecans, patellar tendon bone graft fixation and Hauser operation for
patellar instability. Ninety-two fixations were made with SR-PGA implants. The knee re-
gion fixations were compared to a subgroup of 963 ankle fracture fixations (SR-PGA)
from the same material, and the influence of the volume of the implant on the clinical
tissue response was evaluated. (Paper VI)
4.3. METHODS AND FOLLOW-UP
4.3.1. Fixation of distal femoral epiphyseal fractures
Closed reduction was first attempted in two cases of the Salter-Harris II fractures which,
however, were finally operated. The operation was performed through a lateral or medial
incision, and, if necessary, another short incision was made to the opposite side. In all
cases a periosteal flap was found between the fragments preventing the exact closed reduc-
tion. The fracture was reduced anatomically, fixed, and compressed temporarily with clamps,
the drill holes were tapped with a special tap, and two screws were inserted through the
physeal plate and through two cortices, and, if necessary, a third screw was inserted above
or below the physeal plate. Any part of the screw that was left over above the cortex level
was cut with an oscillating saw from the cortex level (Fig. 2).
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In seven patients a plaster cast was used for four to eight weeks. Two patients had a splint
that allowed slight movement of the knee.
The patients were followed up at regular intervals clinically and radiographically (follow-
up of three weeks, six weeks, three months, six months, and one year). The follow-up time
was on an average two years and two months. The clinical result (range of movement,
ligamentous laxity, muscle atrophy, subjective comments of daily living, and sport activi-
ties) was recorded. Radiologically at the follow-up, the length of the legs (by
ortoradiography) was measured in eight patients.
4.3.2. Fixation of osteochondritis dissecans fragment
In eight cases the fixation was performed arthroscopically (two fixations out of 12 with
SR-PGA and six out of 11 with SR-PLLA implants) using a special instrument (Fig. 3)
placing the rod subchondrally. This instrument was developed during these operations.
The distal part of the instrument was inserted onto the cartilage at the lesion site and con-
trolled arthroscopically. After that drilling was done for the implant through the distal part
of the instrument at the joint. The implant was inserted into the instrument, the two parts were
locked together, and the implant was hammered with the piston of the instrument into its
place. The tip of the implant on the cartilage side was automatically 2 mm below the cartilage
level. All five intact and three of the early separated lesions were treated using this instru-
ment. In the other patients arthrotomy was done. In the partially detached lesions (11 pa-
tients) curettage and fixation were performed in six cases, drilling and fixation in three cases,
only fixation in one case, and curettage and bone transplantation and fixation in one case.
The two salvageable loose bodies were treated with curettage and fixation. The two
unsalvageable loose bodies were treated with osteoperiosteal transplantation and fixation.
Figure 3: This instrument was used in arthroscopic fixation of OD fragment. Drilling is done through
the part A of the instrument; then the implant is inserted into the part B after which the two parts are
locked together and the implant is introduced into the bone and its tip 2 mm below the cartilage
surface. Figure 3 was originally published in Paper II.
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graft is fixed to the
testing machine
(4b). Figure 4a was
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lished in Paper III.
Fig. 4b
Fig. 4a
The postoperative treatment was a cast for four to eight weeks in eight patients. In sixteen
patients no cast was used, but partial weight-bearing was allowed for two to six weeks
postoperatively.
At the follow-up check of 24 patients the clinical results were evaluated as excellent if
there were no symptoms and the patient had returned to the preinjury sports level, the
range of movement was normal, and the lesion had healed at radiography, as good if there
were slight symptoms with exertion with a good activity level and the lesion had healed, as
fair if the activity level was impaired and there were slight pain and restriction of the range
of movement of the knee, and as poor if the patient was not able participate in sports and
there was pain with or without loose body. The subjective result was the patient’s opinion
about the present condition of the knee. The radiographies were analysed for ossification
of the lesion. Also the average surface area of the lesion was estimated from the radiogra-
phies (estimated as a circle), and the average surface area that one implant fixes was de-
fined according to the information received from the radiographies. The follow-up time
was on an average 3.3 years (range 1–7.6 years).
4.3.3. Strength of interference fixation of patellar tendon bone graft in
bovine cadaver
Three separate tests with separate bovine knees were performed of which the first two
were preliminary, to learn the fixation method and to evaluate the influence of the direction
of the pull force on the strength of the fixation. In all tests the maximum tensile force to
dislodge the bone plug from the tunnel was recorded. The direction of the pull force was
parallel to the bone tunnel in the first test, and through the tibial (fixation to tibia) or
femoral (fixation to femur) axis in a 30°–40° angle to the bone tunnel in the second and
third test. The testing machine was a Lloyd 6000 R® mechanical testing machine (J.J.
Lloyd Instruments, Southampton, UK) with a vertical strain rate of 50 mm/min (Fig. 4).
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In the first test, triangular bone blocks in cross-section were used. Two different parallel
grafts were taken with an oscillating saw from 12 bovine knees; the bone plugs were taken
from the tibial tuberosity (24 grafts). After that the tibia and femur were dissected sepa-
rately, and other structures and anterior and posterior cruciate were removed. Tunnels were
made with a drill of 9 mm in diameter (equals to the diameter of the bone blocks) for the
insertions of ACL. The bone plug was pulled into the tunnel with the sutures through 2 mm
drill holes in the bone block. Another drill channel of 4.5 mm in diameter was made paral-
lel to the tunnel for the expansion plug. Tapping was done for the SR-PLLA screw with a
special tap. Twelve grafts were tested in the femoral insertions and 12 in the tibial inser-
tions. The grafts were fixed to the femur and tibia with an expansion plug (n=4), an SR-
PLLA screw (n=4), and a 6.5 mm AO cancellous screw (n=4). In the fixation, special care
was taken not to damage the patellar tendon. The tibia + graft or the femur + graft (Fig.4b)
were fixed to the testing machine through an 8 mm drill hole with a clamp, and 24 meas-
urements of the maximum fixation strength were performed.
In the second test, two originally triangular bone plugs were taken from the tibial tubercle
with an oscillating saw (diameter 10 mm, seven grafts). The plugs were then rounded with
a rongeur so that they were circular in cross section. The tunnels were 9 mm in diameter.
The bone plugs were then compressed to the tunnels with some force. No fixation was
used in this group. The maximum tensile force was measured (seven measurements).
In the third test, all fixations were made to the femur. A curved saw was used in harvesting
the graft that made a half-circular bone plug of 12 mm in diameter. One plug was taken
from the tibial tubercle with the central third of the patellar tendon. The proximal end with
the patella was left intact.  A tunnel of 12 mm in diameter was drilled to the ACL insertion
of the femur. After all the grafts were taken, they were randomised to the femurs. The bone
plug was fixed to the tunnel with the implant on the cortical side of the graft. The bone plug
had to be slightly compressed to the tunnel but not as much as in the second test. The grafts
were fixed with an SR-PLLA screw (n=6), an expansion plug (n=6), and a metal screw
(n=6). The length of the bone plugs varied (16-47 mm), but the mean lengths between the
three groups were not statistically different (expansion plug: 26.5 mm, SR-PLLA screw:
31.5 mm,  AO screw: 27.7 mm, mean ). The femur-patellar tendon-patella unit was mounted
securely to the testing machine, and the maximum tensile force was measured (18 meas-
urements).
4.3.4. Patellar tendon bone graft for anterior cruciate ligament rupture
reconstruction
An incision was made over the patellar tendon and a short incision to the lateral distal
femur. A patellar tendon bone graft was taken with an oscillating saw. Infrapatellar pad of
fat was removed, and notchplasty, if necessary, was made. A K-wire was drilled to the
insertion of ACL in the tibia from distal to proximal, starting from the anteromedial cortex,
and drilling was done with a cannulated drill corresponding to the size of the bone plug.
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Postoperatively a cast was used in six patients for two to four weeks (in three patients in
the screw fixation group, and in one in the plug fixation group), and a brace was used in 18
of the patients for two to four weeks.
The patients were followed up at regular intervals (three weeks, six weeks, six months, one
year). At the follow-up check the subjective, clinical, and radiological outcome was evalu-
ated in 20 of the 24 patients, and the outcome of the patients in whom the fixation was
performed with an SR-PLLA screw was compared to the fixations made with an SR-PLLA
expanson plug. The subjective outcome was estimated with a questionnaire (according to
Figure 5: The expansion plug. 1, Bone plug; 2, patellar tendon; 3, expansion plug in the 4,5 mm drill
channell; 4, the rod. First the graft in inserted into the 12 mm drill channell, then a 4.5 mm drill
channell is made. After the rod is inserted, the expansion plug will enlarge from 6 to 8 mm. Figure 5
was originally published in Paper III.
A K-wire was drilled to the femoral ACL insertion starting from the distal anterolateral
cortex. Drilling was done corresponding to the bone block size. Two sutures were tied to
the two bone blocks in both ends through holes of 2 mm in diameter. The graft was pulled
to the femur from distal to proximal. The femoral and tibial implant insertion sites were
tapped. An SR-PLLA screw was used in ten patients and an SR-PLLA expansion plug in
12 patients. Before the insertion of the expansion plug, another drill channel of 4.5 mm in
diameter was made parallel to the bone tunnel for the expansion plug to ease the insertion
of the plug. After the expansion plug was in place, a rod of 2 mm in diameter was intro-
duced to the expanson plug which enlarged it up to 8 mm in diameter. In two patients, both
a screw and a plug were used to secure the fixation. The function of the SR-PLLA expan-
sion plug is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
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IKDC, Hefti et al. 1993), and the activity level was evaluated pre-injury, postinjury, and at
present. The activity level was evaluated at four levels (level I = contact sport, sports with
loaded rotation e.g. soccer, II = non-contact sport with pivoting movements e.g. tennis,
skiing, and heavy labour, III = sports without pivoting movements e.g. jogging and light
labour, IV = no sport activity, walking etc.). The range of motion was measured, and the
stability was estimated manually (pivot shift – Lachman) and measured with an arthrometer
using 89 N posteroanterior and maximal manual force with the knee in 20° flexion. At
radiography, the bone tunnel locations were measured from the anteroposterior and side
view in per cent to eliminate differencies in the radiography magnification, and the
orientantion of the bone channels was measured in degrees. The location of the bone tun-
nels was correlated to the clinical knee stability. The incorporation of the bone plug was
noted. In seven of the patients MRI was taken.
4.3.5. Fixation of high tibial osteotomy and proximal tibial fractures
The incision was made lateral in the high tibial closing wedge osteotomy (six patients),
and the laterally opening wedge of the proximal tibia was removed according to the pre-
operative tibiofemoral angle. Fibular osteotomy was done at the mid-diaphysis. The oste-
otomy surfaces were closed and compressed, and the mechanical axis of the limb was
corrected from varus to valgus according to the preoperative planning. Drilling was done
for the screws of 6.3 mm in diameter with a drill bit of 4.5 mm in diameter and for the
screws of 4.5 mm in diameter with a drill bit of 3.2 mm in diameter. After drilling, tapping
was done using a special tap. The first screw was directed from proximal to distal, starting
laterally above the osteotomy line, and the second screw was directed from distal to proxi-
mal, also starting laterally below the osteotomy line so that the screws crossed. The screw
head was countersunk, and any leftover part of the screw was cut with an oscillating saw.
In 16 patients with a proximal tibial plateau fracture open reduction and internal fixation
were performed with screws of a diameter of 4.5 mm made of SR-PGA (two, three or four
screws) or SR-PLLA (one or three screws). Usually three screws were used. The preoperative
dislocation (step-off) was from 2 to 10 mm estimated from the radiographies. In nine
patients the fracture was a lateral condyle fracture (Schatzker I–III) and in six patients a
medial condylar fracture (Schatzker IV), and also one fracture involving the proximal
tibial physis was included (Schatzker 1974). A straight incision was made to the side of the
fracture, the fracture was reduced, the articular surface was elevated, and cancellous bone
grafting was done. Bone grafting was performed on three patients with lateral condyle
fractures and on three patients with medial condyle fractures. The reduction was secured
with clamps, and after that two screws were usually placed parallel to the articular surface
and one screw obliquely from proximal to distal to the opposite cortex. Drilling and tap-
ping were done similarly as in the high tibial osteotomy fixation.
In tibial tuberosity avulsion fractures (two patients) one or two SR-PLLA screws of 4.5
mm in diameter were used and in tibial intercondylar eminence fractures (four patients)
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one 2 mm SR-PGA or SR-PLLA rod in three patients and two 3.2 mm SR-PGA rods in one
patient were employed. The drill bit for the rods corresponded to the diameter of the rod.
Postoperatively in osteotomy patients immediate partial weight-bearing was allowed. One
patient used a plaster cast for six weeks, while the other patients used a brace. A cast was
used for six weeks in seven patients with a lateral condyle fracture and in four patients with
a medial condyle fracture; the other patients used a brace for six weeks. In all patients full
weight-bearing was not allowed until the fracture had healed.
The patients were followed up at regular intervals (three weeks, six weeks, nine weeks,
three months, six months, one year), and radiographs were taken. At the final follow-up,
19 patients of the 28 patients operated on attended the follow-up check. Osteoarthrosis
was regarded as slight if the joint space narrowing was < 50 % of the height, moderate if it
was > 50 %, and severe if the joint space was obliterated (Ahlbäck 1968, Honkonen 1995).
The subjective outcome was estimated according to the patient’s opinion (excellent, good,
fair, poor). In the clinical evaluation, the range of movement, thigh atrophy, and stability
were evaluated according to Honkonen and Järvinen. The same radiological criteria were
used (plateau tilting, articular step-off, degeneration, condylar widening, varus/valgus tilt)
in the fracture patients (Honkonen and Järvinen 1992). The functional results were evalu-
ated using the functional score of Rasmussen (Rasmussen 1973). Weight-bearing radio-
graphs were taken in the proximal tibial fracture and osteotomy patients and standard
radiographs in the avulsion fracture patients. The postoperative radiographs were com-
pared to the follow-up radiographs to evaluate the amount of redisplacement after fixation.
In the nine patients who did not attend to the follow-up, the last available radiography was
used in the estimation of arthrosis or redislocation. The mean follow-up time was 3.2 years
(range 0.2–6 years).
4.3.6. Clinical tissue response to polymeric implants in the knee
The fixations of the knee region were evaluated from the previously recorded data files.
The volume of the implant was estimated from the data of the operation and from the
radiographs. For example, the volume of a 2 mm × 20 mm rod or screw was 63 mm3, and
the volume of a 4.5 mm × 50 mm rod was 796 mm3. The predisposing factors to the clinical
tissue response were evaluated, and in the 963 SR-PGA ankle fracture fixations the vol-
ume of the implant regarding the tissue response was evaluated and compared to the fixa-
tions of the knee region. The clinical tissue response incidence and predisposing factors of
fluid accumulations and sinuses were evaluated in the knee region. The data files previ-
ously registered to the computer were used in the evaluation.
4.3.7. Statistical methods
Calculations were made using two-sample and two-tailed Student’s t-test, Fishers exact




5.1. Fixation of distal femoral epiphyseal fractures
At the end of the follow-up of two years and two months on an average, eight out of nine
patients had mature distal epiphysis in both femurs. Seven of the patients could return to
their pre-injury sport. Within three months eight patients showed a full range of motion in
the operated knee (Paper I).
In the clinical examination, in eight patients the range of movement of the knee was nor-
mal.
In all patients anatomical reduction was achieved at the operation. In general the shorten-
ing of the extremity at the follow-up was 6–41 mm in four patients and the lengthening 4–
8 mm in four patients. The leg-length discrepancy was a 5 mm shortening on an average.
In the radiographs of four patients with a growth of 7–10 cm there were signs of breakage
of the drill channel at the site of the physis indicating growth. At MRI done two years
postoperatively, in the patients with a fixation with both SR-PGA and SR-PLLA screws,
the SR-PGA drill channels were filled with new bone, while the drill channel of the SR-
PLLA screw was still visible.
In one female patient with a comminuted fracture pattern 10° hyperextension and 10°
flexion restriction were seen. Radiographically there were a 15° extension deformity in the
side view and  an 18° valgus deformity. Also a 41 mm shortening and epiphyseodesis of
the distal femur were noted. In this patient redislocation was noted after operation, and the
patient was treated with traction and cast. The other patient with a redislocation was re-
operated with SR-PLLA screws with a good result. In another patient there was lateral
growth arrest. One patient had deep venous calf thrombosis. No clinical tissue response,
sinus or fluid accumulation were noted.
5.2. Fixation of osteochondritis dissecans fragment
There were 15 excellent subjective results, six good results, two fair results, and one poor
result. The time from the operation to the pre-injury sports level was on an average six
months (range 1–18 months). In the arthroscopically treated patients the respective time
was five months on an average (2–6 months) and with the arthrotomy patients 7.6 months
on an average (range 1–18 months).
Clinically there were 13 excellent, six good, one fair, and four poor results. The range of
movement was normal in 22 patients. Slight restriction in flexion was seen in one patient
in each fixation group. The operation time in the arthroscopically treated patients was 44
minutes on an average (range 15–96 min.) and in arthrotomy 66 minutes on an average
(range 37–102 min.; p=0.06).
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Test No. SR-PLLA expansion plug SR-PLLA screw AO screw No implant
1. Triangular bone block Femur 897+-825 (n=4) 465+-117 (n=4) 949+-562 (n=4)
Tibia 599+-231 (n=4) 492+-226 (n=4) 783+-199 (n=4)
2. Circular bone block Femur 783+-493 (n=4)
Tibia 695+-246 (n=3)
3. Half -circular bone block Femur 1379+-328  (n=6) 1453+-227 (n=6) 2113+-407 (n=6)
n=number of  patients
In the radiological evaluation, in 18 cases the fixed lesion had healed, in one case the
lesion was fragmented and healed, and in five cases ossification had not taken place. Mild
osteoarthrosis (spiking of eminentia) was seen in five x-rays (four SR-PGA, one SR-PLLA)
and medial osteoarthrosis (narrowing of joint space) (SR-PLLA) in one. The average area
that one SR-PGA rod implant fixed from the fragment was 254 mm2.
In one patient with a lesion fixed with three SR-PGA rods, a synovitis was noted after two-
month cast treatment. It lasted for four months and was treated with needle aspirations. All
bacterial cultures were negative. The final result at the four-year follow-up was excellent.
In this case the surface area that one rod fixed was 163 mm2.
No statistical difference in the fixations with SR-PGA implants compared to the fixations
with SR-PLLA implants was noted in the clinical or radiological results or in the retention
of the lesion (Paper II).
5.3. Strength of interference fixation of patellar tendon bone graft in bovine
cadaver
The results are presented in Table 2 (average fixation strength ± standard deviation). In the
first test there was a wide variation in all sites resulting from few fixations per site. The
highest values were gained with metallic screw fixation followed by fixation with an SR-
PLLA expansion plug. No statistical differences were noted due to a large variance and
low number of measurements in a group (Paper III).
In the second test the angle of the pull force and the shape of the bone block were different.
Even without fixation, in these circumstances the fixation strength was at quite high a level
(695 N-783 N). No statistically significant differences between the two insertions (seven
fixations) were found in the second test.
In the third test with a half-circular bone plug with slight compression to the channel
associated with a 30°–40° angle against the bone tunnel, all values in all of the 18 measure-
Table 2, Maximum tensile force (Newtons) to pull out the bone plug from the bone tunnel with self-reinforced expansion
plug, SR-PLLA screw, and AO screw.
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ments were above 1100 N. In the AO screw (n=6) the mean maximum tensile force was
2113 N ± 407 N. The average values were also at a clearly higher level. There were no
significant differences between the mean values (n=6) of the expansion plug (1379 N) and
the SR-PLLA screw (1457 N). The fixation strength of the AO screw was significantly
higher compared to the fixation strength of the expansion plug (p=0.007)  or to that of the
SR-PLLA screw (p= 0.009). In all measurements, the failure mode was the bone plug
pulling out of the bone tunnel.
Also the effect of the bone plug length on the fixation strength was evaluated. With the AO
screw the bone plug length seemed to have a negative correlation to the maximum tensile
force; the highest forces were seen with bone plugs of 20–26 mm (r=–0.90, p<0.05). With
the SR-PLLA screw or the SR-PLLA expansion plug this was not seen (Fig. 6).
Figure 6: The effect of bone plug length on the maximum tensile strength in expansion plug, SR-
PLLA screw and AO metal screw fixation. The maximum tensile strength seems to be higher with a
metal screw when the bone plug length is lower (linear negative correlation: r=-0.90, p<0.05). This
trend is not seen with bioabsorbable implants.
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5.4. Patellar tendon bone graft for anterior cruciate ligament rupture
reconstruction
The operation time was 74 ± 18 min on an average, and there was no difference in the
operation time between the SR-PLLA screw and SR-PLLA plug fixations. The sick leave
was 108 ± 68 days (Paper IV).
Four patients did not attend the follow-up check. In two patients the fixation was made
with both implants, and these cases were not be used in the comparison. Eighteen patients
were included in the comparison of the SR-PLLA screw and the SR-PLLA expansion
plug. No statistical difference was noted in the results comparing the SR-PLLA screw
(eight patients) and SR-PLLA expansion plug (ten patients) according to IKDC. The pa-
tients felt subjectively their knee (both SR-PLLA screw and plug fixations) as normal (A)
in three cases, nearly normal (B) in ten cases, and abnormal (C) in three cases, and severly
abnormal (D) in two cases. At the graft donor site there were no symptoms (tenderness,
irritation, numbness) in three patients (all after screw fixation), slight symptoms in six
patients (two of which after screw fixation, four after plug fixation), and moderate symp-
toms in nine patients (three after screw fixation, six after plug fixation). At the present
activity level six patients experienced some giving-away symptoms (three of them fixed
with a screw, four fixed with a plug). Ten of the examined 18 patients returned to their pre-
injury activity level after the operation (six fixed with a screw, four with a plug). In one of
these patients the pivot shift test was positive and in two slightly positive. In these ten
patients who could return to their preinjury activity level the average difference between
the operated knee and the uninjured knee (side-to-side difference) in arthrometer testing
was 1,8 mm (0 mm–6 mm). The postoperative activity level at the follow-up of the I–II
and III–IV activity groups was significantly higher than the activity level preoperatively
(p=0.01). All except one patient (using sports orthosis) who returned to the activity level I
had a negative pivot shift sign.
The range of movement was normal in 12 patients and nearly normal (lack of extension
3°–5° or lack of flexion 6°–15°) in five patients. In one patient following plug fixation, the
range of movement remained restricted to 0°–75° because of patellofemoral arthrofibrosis.
The stability of the knee was normal (pivot shift, Lachman, varus and valgus rotation) in
seven patients, nearly normal in six, abnormal in one, and severly abnormal in four. In nine
knees the pivot shift test was negative (five after screw fixation, four after plug fixation), in
five slightly positive (two after screw fixation, three after plug fixation), and in four posi-
tive (one after screw fixation, three after plug fixation). In arthrometer testing, the side-to-
side difference was ≤ 2 mm in nine knees (five after screw fixation, four after plug fixa-
tion), > 2 ≤ 4 mm in four knees (one after screw fixation, three after plug fixation), and in
five knees more than 4 mm (two after screw fixation, three after plug fixation). In both
groups, in the patients who had a positive or slightly positive pivot shift sign, the differ-
ence between the knees in arthrometer testing was 4.5 mm (3–8 mm) on an average, being
significantly higher than in the patients with a negative pivot shift, 1.0 mm (0–2 mm) on an
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average (p=0.0002, t-test). There were no statistical differencies between the screw and
plug fixation patients in the side-to-side stability. Neither was there any correlation be-
tween the injury-operation time and the clinical outcome.
Four patients (two patients from both groups) did not attend the follow-up. Two of them
(one from both groups) had symptomatic instability of the knee, and revision surgery of
ACL was performed. The two patients who needed additional fixation with another im-
plant attended the follow-up. The side-to-side difference was 0 mm in one patient, the knee
being stable and nearly normal. The other patient had a 3 mm side-to side difference, a
slightly positive pivot shift, and a nearly normal knee.
Radiological result. Postoperatively the bone plug of the graft was visible in 13 out of 20
radiographs in both the femur and the tibia (Fig. 7), and in four cases only the femoral
block was visible. One year postoperatively, the femoral bone block in nine patients and
the tibial block in eight patients were incorporated into their places and not visible, and in
eight femoral and five tibial cases the plug was incorporated and could be identified as
rounded. In some cases the incorporation resulted in a funnel-shaped bone channel espe-
cially on the tibial side and after plug fixation. Sclerosis was seen at one year at the bone
tunnel margins in all cases on the tibial side and in all but three cases on the femoral side.
In the screw and plug fixation groups there was no difference in these findings, but in one
patient in the plug fixation group the femoral bone block was loose and it was seen to
migrate distally. Also in another patient following plug fixation the femoral bone block
was loose resulting later in revision surgery.
The tibial tunnel margins were visualised in 14 patients and the femoral tunnel margins in 13
patients both in the postoperative and one-year follow-up radiography. The margin of the
tibial tunnel was most clearly seen in the side view and that of the femoral tunnel in the
anteroposterior view. The maximum width of the tunnels was measured. In eight patients
there was a widening of the tibial tunnel ( 1–8 mm ). On an average the change in the width
of the tibial tunnel (postoperatively – one year) was 2.2 mm (–4 mm – +6 mm ) in all patients.
In ten patients there was widening of the femoral tunnel (+1mm – +7 mm). On an average the
difference (postoperatively – one year ) was 2.5 mm (0 mm – +7 mm) in all patients.
The orientation of the bone channels could be measured in all cases. In the anteroposterior
radiograph, the angle from the femoral tunnel axis to the tibial plateau (A0) was 27° ± 25°
(0°–85°). In the pivot shift positive knees the A0 angle seemed to be more transverse (15°)
compared to the stable knees (38°), but there was no statistical difference (p=0.25). In the
side view, the angle from the femoral tunnel axis to the Blumensaat’s line (C0) was
82°± 21° (40°–122°) on an average. In the knees with a positive pivot shift, the C0 angle
was steep towards the tendon, 67°, but smoother in the pivot shift negative knees, 97° on
an average (p=0.001). In all pivot shift positive knees the A0 angle was < 35° and at the
same time the C0 angle was steep, < 90°. In only one knee with a negative pivot shift, the
A0 angle was < 35° and simultaneously the C0 angle < 90°. There was no statistical differ-
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Figure 7: Fixation of the patellar tendon bone graft with an SR-PLLA expansion plug. The orienta-
tion of the bone channels is seen. Postoperative radiographies:7a. Anteroposterior view; the A0 angle
is 15°. 7b. Side view; the C0 angle is 83°. The bone block of the graft can be seen inside the bone
tunnels. Radiographies after a three-year follow-up: 7c. Anteroposterior view, 7d. Side view. Incor-
poration of the bone block is seen. Also some sclerosis of the bone tunnel margins is still seen. The
knee was stable at the follow-up check.




ence in the bone tunnel orientation or location between the SR-PLLA screw and expansion
plug groups.
In two patients there was an oedema of the graft in MRI. In two cases the fixation material
could not be seen (three years postoperatively), in two cases the expansion plugs and screws
were clearly seen, and in three cases only remnants of the expansion plugs and screws
were noted. In one male patient with fixation with two expansion plugs on the tibial side a
lesion was found in MRI close to the proximal tibial bone channel which seemed to be a
granulomatous area radiologically. The patient experienced no pain, the clinical outcome
was good, and the knee was stable.
There were two deep venous thromboses and one transient femoral nerve lesion resulting
from the torque. No synovitis, sinus formation or infections occurred (Paper IV).
5.5. Fixation of high tibial osteotomy and proximal tibial fractures
Twenty-eight patients were operated on and 19 of them attended the follow-up check (Pa-
per V). In the 22 proximal tibial cancellous bone fixations (six high tibial closing wedge
osteotomy fixations and sixteen tibial plateau fracture fixations) there were two excellent
subjective results, four good results, four moderate results, and five poor results of 15
patients at the follow-up. Four of the poor results followed high tibial closing wedge oste-
otomy, and the subjective result was initially better but declined with time. One patient was
symptomless after high tibial osteotomy at the follow-up (subjectively good). In one pa-
tient there was no relief of symptoms; later arthroplasty was done on this patient. In the
clinical evaluation of proximal tibial cancellous bone fixations there were three excellent
results, five good results, five moderate results, and two poor results. In the radiological
evaluation, in the tibial plateau fracture patients (ten patients at the follow-up) there were
two excellent results, four good results, four moderate results, and no poor results accord-
ing to the Honkonen and Järvinen score. In high tibial closing wedge osteotomy the sub-
jectively best result was with tibiofemoral angle 13° valgus (symptomless at the follow-
up). Two patients with tibiofemoral angle 4° and 6° valgus were symptomless during a
period of two and a half years from the operation after the osteotomy had been healed
(subjectively poor at the follow-up). In the fracture patients the joint-line step-off ranged
from 1 to 4 mm and the condylar widening from 2 to 8 mm at the follow-up. There was
slight osteoarthrosis in one of the lateral condyle fracture patients. In three patients with a
medial condyle fracture there was evidence of osteoarthrosis, and in one patient severe
osteoarthrosis had developed at the follow-up.
Redisplacement. In the upper tibial cancellous bone fixations clinically significant
redisplacement was noted in 4/22 operations (analysed from radiographies). Two of these
redisplacements followed high tibial osteotomy, one after infection and the other without
infection leading to 1° varus in one patient and to excessive valgus (18°) in another patient.
Of the medial tibial plateau fracture patients two had significant axial redisplacement
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Table 3. Fixations of  f ractures, osteochondritis dissecans f ragment, patellar tendon reconstruction for anterior cruciate ligament 
rupture, and Hauser operation. Clinical tissue response.
Fixation Number Number of Implant Volume Number of Frequency of
of  f ixations SR-PGA dye/ of  SR-PGA f luid f luid
f ixations no dye implants accumulations accumulations  
(mm3,average) (volume, mm3) (%)
Femoral distal f racture 13 11 2 1336 0 0
Patellar f racture (Osteochondrala) 45(19) 35(13) 1,4 488 1 (1433) 2,9
Tibial eminence avulsionb 4 2 0 443 0 0
Proximal tibial f racture 24 19 0,3 3073 1 (2229) 5,3
Osteochondritis dissecans 20 14 0,4 161 0 0
Patellar tendon bone reconstruction 13 0 0 0 0 0
Hauser operation for patellar instability 12 11 All dye 842 2 (1115) 18,2
Total 131 92 1,6 1070 4(1473) 4,3
a
 osteochondral f racture in patellar dislocation, b anterior cruciate ligament
resulting in 4° varus deformation. The avulsion fracture fixations showed no redisplacements
(six operations).
Avulsion fractures. Four patients of the six operated on attended the follow-up. Two
patients had subjectively excellent and two good results. Clinically two results were
excellent and two good. The radiological result was excellent with good reduction and
good bony union. The tuberosity avulsion fractures healed both well with good bony
union. The extension strength was normal. In the patients with a tibial eminence avulsion
fracture, the Lachmann tests were stable and the pivot shift tests negative without symp-
toms of instability.
The overall functional score of Rasmussen (1973) was 25.6 / 30. In the osteotomy patients
it was 21 and in the fracture patients 26.6.
In the present series there were no signs of clinical tissue response as a complication.
There were three wound infections and two deep venous thromboses.
5.6. Clinical tissue response to polymeric implants in the knee
In the knee region the incidence of clinical tissue response in the fixations with SR-PGA
implants (n=92) was 5.4 % when also the case of synovitis was included (Table 3, Paper
VI). No sinus formation was noted in the knee region fixations. Fluid accumulation com-
plications were seen in the Hauser operations (18.2 %), proximal tibial fractures (5.3 %),
and patellar fractures (2.9 %). Two of the four fluid accumulations occurred with fixation
with two SR-PGA screws (lateral condyle of tibia, patellar fracture). The other two fluid
accumulations occurred after fixation of the tibial tuberosity with one SR-PGA rod at a
Hauser operation. The total volume of the implants was higher, (1473 mm3), than the aver-
age total volume of the implants of the SR-PGA fixations (1070 mm3), but not signifi-
cantly. Also there was one synovitis of the knee, described earlier in this study. The syno-
vitis followed the osteochondritis dissecans fixation with SR-PGA rods. It occurred after
eight-week cast immobilization, lasted for four months, and was treated with needle aspi-
rations. The final result at the four-year follow-up was excellent. The average area that one
rod fixed for the SR-PGA rods in the present series was 264 mm2 and in the case of syno-
vitis 163 mm2.
. Table 3 was originally published in Paper VI.
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The knee region fixations with SR-PGA implants (n=92) were compared to the ankle
fracture fixations (n=963). There was more clinical tissue response in the ankle fixations,
10 %, than in the knee fixations (5,4 %, NS). The knee fixation patients were younger than
the ankle fracture patients in cases with no clinical tissue response (28.5 yrs. vs. 38.7 yrs.
p=<0.001). However, in ankle fracture patients there was no significant difference in
the incidence of clinical tissue response between the age groups (< 16 yrs., 16–40 yrs.,
> 40–60 yrs., > 60 yrs.). In the ankle fracture fixations with clinical tissue response aro-
matic dye was used significantly more often in cases with fluid accumulation: the implants
with dye/implants without dye ratio was 1.4 in the cases without clinical tissue response,
5.5 in the cases with fluid accumulation, and 2.1 in the cases with sinus (p=0.00005, NS).
More implants were used in the cases with fluid accumulation or sinus (2.3 implants and
2.6 implants, respectively), compared to cases with no clinical response (1.9 implants,
p=0.016, p=0.0005). Also the volume of the implants was significantly higher in the cases
of clinical tissue response in the ankle fracture fixations. In the fixations with an implant
volume of more than 1600 mm3 there were more sinus formations than in the fixations of
a volume of 800–1599 mm3 (6.9 %, 1.2 %, p=0.004). In the knee region fixations there
were no satistically significant differences in the number or volume of implants or in the
implant dye/no dye ratio between the cases with or without clinical tissue response.
The reasons predisposing to formation of fluid accumulation or sinus are presented in
Table 4.
Table 4: Causes increasing the incidence of 
clinical tissue response according to the present study.
Polyglycolide implant
Aromatic dye in the polyglycolide implant
Inappropriate operation technique in fixation
Large implant volume (over 1600 mm3)
More than three polyglycolide implants
Site of fixation with thin subcutis
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6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
In the present clinical study, the bioabsorbable fixation method was used in the knee re-
gion. There are no previous reports on bioabsorbable fixation of high tibial valgising oste-
otomy or distal femoral fracture fixation using bioabsorbable implants.
Distal femoral epiphyseal fractures can lead to epiphyseodesis, limb length disrepancy,
axial deformity, and loss of joint motion. Internal fixation and exact reduction of distal
femoral epiphyseal fractures diminish the risk of limb-length discrepancy and axial defor-
mation. In the present series, at open surgery, a periosteum flap was seen in all cases
preventing exact closed reduction. In four of the nine patients in this series there was
accelerated growth at the follow-up. In this preliminary series there were two clinically
significant growth disturbances. In seven patients the leg-length discrepancy was < 1 cm.
Also, during growth, a breakage of the drill channel at the site of the physis was seen. It
seems that two transphyseal 4.5 mm SR-PGA screws do not disturb the function of the
growth plate (Paper I). Degradation of SR-PLLA screws is much slower. So far, their
influence on the function of the epiphysis is not known.
In the present series good or excellent clinical results were achieved in 19 out of 24 pa-
tients in OD fixation. Radiologically the fragment was healed in 19 cases. The result is
considered good. The series included only one child (with better prognosis); all other pa-
tients were of the adult form of the disease. It seems that the fixation of OD fragments with
SR-PGA or SR-PLLA rods is a reliable method (Paper II). During this study, an arthroscopic
instrument was developed, and at present the operation time is shorter and the technique
easy to apply. Arthroscopic fixation of the osteochondritis dissecans fragment with
biobsorbable rods is an elegant method and can also influence the treating policy of the
disease. Stabilization of the fragment by an easy arthroscopic procedure can stop the symp-
toms. Arthroscopic fixation can be done if curettage or bone transplantation is not needed,
for example in intact and early separated lesions and also in some partially detached le-
sions. Another method of biological fixation employs cortical bone pegs. With bioabsorbable
rods, arthroscopic fixation can be made more rapidly compared to cortical bone pegs, a
method which can even weaken the anterior tibia (Slough et al. 1989). In the case of one
synovitis in the present series, more implant material per square millimetre fixed the osteo-
chondral fragment compared to average. Bioabsorbable rods are available in a standard-
ised form and they are easier to handle than the bone pegs. Metallic fixation in treating OD
can be problematic compared to bioabsorbable fixation. Metal transchondral implants must
be removed in order to prevent damage of the cartilage of tibia. In a recent report using a
technique with metal staples in OD fragment fixation (a technique where the implant needs
no removal), in some cases second-look operations had to be performed in order to remove
a broken implant (Kivistö et al. 2002).
In the experimental study of the BTB graft fixation with the SR-PLLA implants, the ex-
pansion plug and the 6.3 mm screw, there was no statistical difference in the first test
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between the insertions due to a high variance and small number of measurements per site
(n=4). Considerably high fixation strength was noted in the second test in the press-fit
fixation without an implant, but the measured pull force was different than in the first test
(in 30°–40° angle). In the third test, with fixation to femur with a half-circular bone plug,
all values in the measurements were above 1100 N (Paper III). The strength of human ACL
is 1730 N – 2160 N in young cadavers (Noyes and Grood 1976, Takeda et al. 1994). In the
BTB reconstruction, this kind of force is not needed in rehabilitation. Noyes hypothesised
that in the normal activity forces in ACL are about 445 N or lower (Noyes et al.1984). In
the present tests with the bovine cadaver and an SR-PLLA expansion plug and a screw,
with the use of a half-circular bone plug, the mean maximum tensile force was three times
that value, 1300 N – 1400 N (Paper III). The high values can be explained by the strong
implants, the circular bone plug that fits the bone tunnel, the 30°–40° angle of the pull
force, a larger plug size (12 mm), and possibly by the fixation performed on the cortical
side which compresses the plug to the cancellous bone. In a previous report the cortical or
cancellous position of the implant was not found significant considering the fixation strength
(Rupp et al. 1998). In the present tests the metal implant had an even higher maximum
tensile force. The cyclic loading strength was not measured in these tests. Also, the bone
quality of the specimens was not evaluated. In the cyclic loading interference fixation with
metal implants was inferior to Endobutton fixation (Honl et al. 2002).
In a previous study, the strength of the fixation with SR-PLLA screw was good on the tibial
side, 1211N (Kousa et al. 1995). The circular bone plug was first introduced by Jackson
and Schaeffer in 1990. It has been shown to yield better initial strength in the graft fixation
in human cadavers compared to the triangular or trapezoidal plug (Shapiro et al. 1992).
However, the risk of a patellar fracture is lower with the circular plug.
The length of the bone plug seems to influence the fixation strength, as seen in the third
test where half-circular bone plugs were used (Paper III). The number of the measure-
ments was low in each group and therefore no final conclusions can be drawn, but metal
and PLLA screws seem to behave differently in this respect. The highest maximum tensile
strengths were seen with the shortest bone plugs. Pomeroy et al. (1998) studied the effect
of the bone plug length (0.5 cm –1 cm –2 cm) to hold strength in a BTB graft in the
Kurosawa metal screw and concluded that a length of 0.5 cm is adequate but more than
1 cm “may not add much biomechanical advantage”.
In the clinical pilot study with patellar tendon bone graft fixation, the SR-PLLA screw was
compared to the expansion plug of the same material. The latter did not seem to function as
well, possibly due to the less sophisticated instrumentation for the plug. The side-to side
difference was 2.9 mm for the SR-PLLA screws and 2.6 mm for the SR-PLLA plugs (NS,
Paper IV). There is no significant difference in the pull-out strength of the BTB graft fixed
with these implants, as seen in the experimental part of this study. The patient satisfaction
was good though postoperative instability was noted clinically in several cases. A patient
who had some giving-way symptoms during sport was satisfied with the operation, be-
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cause, in spite of slight instability, the knee was more stable than before the operation.
However, this method still needs further investigations. It was also seen that returning to
demanding sports (activity level I) required a stable knee. At the side view radiography a
steep angle of the femoral bone tunnel was seen with postoperative instability measured
with the pivot shift (Paper IV). It was not seen when measured with an arthrometer, per-
haps resulting from a measurement error which can be even 2.5 mm (Steiner et al. 1990).
Also, testing with an arthrometer over-estimates the true laxity of the knee (Fleming et al.
2002). At present ACL surgery with bioabsorbable implants is further developed, but at
the time of these studies only a few clinical reports were available. Nowadays bioabsorbale
interference screws made of different materials are widely used, and their fixation strength
has been experimentally measured. Also clinical studies have been made on the use of the
screws. In menisceal surgery the SR-PLLA arrow is widely accepted and used (Albrecht-
Olsen et al. 1993). Good results with success rates of 90.6 % in menisceal healing were
seen in the fixation of menisceal ruptures with an SR-PLLA arrow in knees with anterior
cruciate reconstruction (Gill and Diduch 2002).
No statistical difference between the SR-PLLA screw and plug was noted in the present
clinical series (Paper IV). Marti et al. (1997) compared the metal screw to the polylactide
screw (69 patients). The follow–up time was shorter than in the present study, 9.6 months.
No osteolysis was noted. The side-to-side difference of the anteroposterior laxity was 2.2
mm and 2.0 mm, respectively. With the arthrometer only 60 % of the knees fixed with a
poly-l-lactic acid screw were stable (less than 3 mm side-to-side difference); the respective
percentage being 64 in the patients with metal fixation. Barber et al. (1995) had a 1.6 mm
side-to-side difference at one year both in the fixations with polylactide screw and with the
metal screw (42 patients in both groups). The pivot shift was positive in 20 % of the
polylactide screw fixations and in 11 % of the metal screw fixations. No statistical differ-
ence was noted. In 6/85 cases the  polylactide screw broke during insertion. It was manu-
factured with the conventional injection moulding technique (not self-reinforcing). In the
present series in 4/18 (22 %) knees the pivot shift was positive and in 5/18 slightly positive
(28 %), which is higher than in the studies above, but the result represents the developing
phase of the method (Paper IV).
The widening of the bone channels after ACL reconstruction was measured straight from
the x-ray, but there may be a bias from magnification. Of the eight patients with a widened
tibial channel, five were operated on using an SR-PLLA plug which recuires another drill
channel to the side of the bone tunnel. Of the ten patients with a widened femoral tunnel,
six were operated on with the plug. It seemed that a steep angle between the tendon and
bone plug causes laxity of the joint in the postoperative period. This phenomen is sup-
ported by an experimental study with cyclic loading of the femur-patellar tendon graft
fixed with interference fixation. All specimens with a transversly oriented femoral tunnel
failed on an average at 19869 cycles. When the tunnel was ”straight-line”, the specimens
survived more than 125000 cycles. The recommendation was straight-line femoral tunnel
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orientation (Graf et al.1994). On the other hand, the well-known correlation between the
femoral or tibial tunnel placement and the clinical outcome (Khalfayan et al. 1996, Muneta
et al.1995) could not be seen in the present material. (Paper IV)
Proximal tibial osteotomy and fracture fixations were made with SR-PGA and SR-PLLA
screws (Paper V). In the high tibial osteotomy patients the best relief of symptoms was
associated with 13° femorotibial valgus (over-correction). In the other five patients with
less valgus the symptomless period was shorter. In a series of 79 knees treated with closing
wedge high tibial osteotomy the correction of the femorotibial angle to 6°- 14° was associ-
ated with the optimal clinical result (Rudan and Simurda 1996). Also in the over-corrected
(femorotibial angle) 28 knees cartilage regeneration was noted in the cartilage-bone biop-
sies (Odenbring et al. 1990). In the present series there were two redisplacements (one
associated with infection) which lowered the overall result of the high tibial osteotomies
therefore futher investigations for the development of the method are still needed. Closing
wedge high tibial osteotomy could allow rapid ossification with weight-bearing when the
osteotomy is fixed securely with bioabsorbale screws, and also a bioabsorbable plate at the
lateral side would enhance the fixation. There is no need for implant removal if arthro-
plasty is performed later. The patient selection is important, with symptoms at the medial
side of the knee without much patellofemoral arthrosis.
Tibial fractures have been studied earlier in a small series with optimistic results (Kankare
1997). The present study showed that lateral condyle and eminential and avulsion frac-
tures can be readily fixed by these methods (Paper V). There were axial redislocations in
the medial condyle fractures leading to varus of the knee. More unstable fractures of the
medial condyle require more rigid fixation; possibly extra/intraosseal bioabsorbable plate
fixation or bioabsorbable implants can be used with an external fixator in a minimally
invasive operation method. In nine lateral tibial fractures there was no step-off
redisplacement or axial malalignment. No evident osteoarthrosis was noted in a 2.5-year
follow-up time. In two out of six patients with a medial tibial plateau fracture there was a
mild varus deformity due to a medial tibial plateau tilt. Osteoarthrosis had developed in
four out of six medial tibial plateau fracture patients after a five year´ follow-up. Overall
osteoarthrosis was noted in four out of 15 cases (27 %) of the tibial plateau fractures. In the
series of Honkonen comprising 131 tibial plateau fractures  (of which 58 % were treated
operatively using metal implants) osteoarthrosis was seen in 44 % of the cases with a
longer follow-up time (7.6 years) (Honkonen 1995). In the present series the amount of
redisplacements (4/22) seems high compared to previous figures with small-bone fixa-
tions, but one of the present redisplacements was associated with infection (in high tibial
osteotomy) and two with an unstable fracture pattern. In the present series there was only
one patient with a depressed segment of the articular surface of more than 3 mm and two
with a condylar widening over 5 mm. The results in the whole series of proximal tibial
osteotomy and fracture fixations were favourable: in 12 of the 19 patients at the follow-up
the clinical result was excellent or good.
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In the knee region fixations, Hauser operation for habitual dislocation of the patella and
also patellar fracture fixation had the highest incidence of clinical tissue response (fluid
accumulation, Paper VI). Especially at Hauser operation where tuberosity fixation is per-
formed, the implant is very close to the skin and the subcutis is thin. No sinus occurred,
and the one synovitis after OD fixation was not characheristically a sinus. The incidence of
sinus calculated from the SR-PGA fixations was 5.4 % in the knee region fixations.
In previous reports with SR-PGA implants (Barfod and Svendsen 1992, Fridén and Rydholm
1992) and also with SR-PLLA rods (Tegnander et al. 1994), synovitis of the knee has been
described. In the report by Fridén and Rydholm (1992) the right knee was operated with
four SR-PGA rods without synovitis, but in the left knee eight SR-PGA rods were used in
a 25 × 55 mm area that gives an area of 157 mm2  for one rod. It seems that the reaction was
dose-dependent. Also there might be a technical reason for the synovitis: the rod was
placed above the cartilage level. In clinical practice it has been noted earlier that the rod or
screw head should be cut with an oscillating saw to the cortex level or, preferably, be sunk
under the cortex level to avoid clinical tissue response. This has also been studied experi-
mentally. SR-PLLA and SR-PGA rods were sunk into bone intra-articularly, and the tip of
the rod was above the cortex, on the cortex level or under the cortex. It was seen that as
early as at three weeks, when the rods were under the cortex, trabecular bone was formed
onto the drill channel top to seal the rod away from the joint cavity (Koskikare et al. 1998).
When the PGA implant is placed intraosseally, connective tissue is formed around it. But if
the tip of the implant is above the cortex, the connective tissue is not formed onto that part
and material from degradation can protrude to the subcutis. In an experimental study by
Weiler et al.(1996) with uncoloured SR-PGA rods the average surface area that one rod
fixed was even smaller, 76,9 mm2  ; also, it is not known whether the tip of the rods was
sunk below the cartilage level. The reaction in the report by Tegnander et al. (1994) emerged
too soon from the operation (in one case three days and in another seven weeks
postoperatively) to be caused by SR-PLLA implant degradation.
Tissue response is always present when using either bioabsorbable or metallic implants.
Clinically disturbing fluid accumulation or sinus (or synovitis) occurs when the implant or
the reaction of the degrading material protrudes through the cortex level at a site with a
thin subcutis (or in a joint). This occurred in some of the early fixations. The clinical tissue
reactions are mainly caused by PGA due to its different chemical properties and faster and
more ”aggressive” degradation. The more implants are present, the more tissue reactions
emerge. In the knee region, very few reactions were seen in the present study (four fluid
accumulations and one synovitis, no sinus). All of them followed fixation with SR-PGA
implants (Paper II, VI). No statistical differences in the number of implants used in the
fixations, in the implant dye/no dye ratio or in the volume of implants were seen in the
comparison of cases with or without clinical tissue response which was propably due to the
limited number of fixations and the small number of clinical tissue responses (Paper VI).
In the present SR-PLLA fixations, clinical tissue response was not seen (Paper I-VI), but
there are reports on it in the literature, though the material used has not been self-rein-
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forced PLLA. In the present study one granuloma-type reaction was seen in the tibial drill
channel in one of the patients treated for an anterior cruciate ligament rupture (with two
SR-PLLA implants in the tibial bone channel). The follow-up of the whole material should
last from five to seven years to confirm the degradation of SR-PLLA. In this study it was




On the basis of the present study, the questions posed can be answered  and concluded as
follows:
1. Implants made of SR-PGA can be used in the fixation of distal femoral fractures with
good fixation strength and favourable results.
2. Implants made of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA can be used in the fixation of osteochondri-
tis dissecans of the femoral condyles resulting in good subjective and clinical results
and good bony union. The implants are well suited for the arthroscopic method.
3. The mechanical strength of the inteference fixation of the patellar tendon bone graft
with an SR-PLLA screw or an expansion plug is sufficient for clinical use. There is no
difference in the fixation strength of the SR-PLLA screw or the expansion plug.
4. Screws or expansion plugs made of SR-PLLA can be used in the interference fixation
of the patellar tendon bone graft with moderate results and a need of futher develop-
ment. A steep angle between the graft tendon and the graft bone plug can cause post-
operative instability.
5. Screws made of SR-PLLA can be used in the fixation of lateral closing high tibial
osteotomy with moderate results and with a need of futher development. Screws made
of SR-PGA and SR-PLLA can be used in the fixation of lateral condyle fractures and
avulsion fractures with good results and with medial condyle fractures with moderate
results.
6. The incidence of clinical tissue response is 5/92 of the SR-PGA fixations (5,4 %) in
the knee region. Self-reinforced polyglycolide implant, aromatic dye in the implant,
inappropriate operation technique, large implant volume, more than three implants,
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